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Passive House Slab for Reactive Soil Types
Abstract
A known slab system for Australian Builders can be used with minimal extra labour, cost and
knowledge to be effective for Passive House solutions in reactive soil types. An AS 2870
Waffle Pod slab has been combined with XPS under-slab insulation and the Blade Pile Cap
Slab System. The system is flexible such that the amount of insulation can be optimised with
PHPP and FLIXO for the climatic location and the height of the waffle pod can be increased
or decreased to suit the soil conditions. The Blade Pile Cap slab system is a known quantity,
which also reduces construction time on site. The system will be implemented by LAB
Design for our Passive House project in Toowoomba. Whilst there are bespoke systems
available, the application of existing building systems will expedite the take up of the Passive
House system.

Introduction
Due to the embryonic nature of the Passive House system in Australian design, detailing and
construction can challenge designers and builders alike predominately because it is usually
the first project for the builder and designer; if not it is in the first five projects. The pathways
taken and techniques applied to achieve the Passive House standard and hence certification
are innumerable, and deliberately so given the design method is a performance based system.
One pathway is to import methods and products from overseas and challenge current building
practices, which in itself can face challenges with engineering certification and skepticism
from builders who have worked within the National Construction Code and developed their
own streamlined system. Another pathway is to adapt the existing systems and not fight but
work with the system. The latter formed the genesis of the idea behind adapting an existing
slab design to be agile enough to be used in as many climate conditions as possible. The
investigation yielded not only a solution for the above but also one which could be used in
areas of reactive soils.

Scope
The scope of this paper is as follows;
1. Insulation under slab
2. Blade Pile Cap System
3. Model Theory
4. Wall Structure
5. Passive House Slab for Reactive Soils
6. Conclusion

Insulation under slab
The insulation specified for the integrated slab solution is XPS. XPS is commonly used under
slabs overseas, and in the context of under cold room floors in Australia. The use of XPS
under load bearing components requires the use of a proprietary insulation slab system, for
example, MaxRaft or specific engineering for the use of standard XPS sheets. Whilst the
MaxRaft system is an excellent product there is a level of inflexibility or design change once
the system has been ordered and specified, therefore it was determined that the use of
standard XPS sheets would be used to meet the aim of adapting an existing system.
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The use of XPS under the load bearing components of slab requires creep and vertical load
data before an engineer will sign off on the construction detail. This information was difficult
to source from manufacturers of XPS; hence a new solution would be required.
Further investigation revealed that an Australian company DCTech had supplied XPS for use
under a slab as part of the Eco-Challenge Project. The engineer for that project had used
screw piles engaged with the slab, which provided a precedent for the use of XPS with a steel
pile.
The chosen XPS for our Toowoomba project is a DCTech XPS product GA300 CO2 that is
also Zero ozone depletion potential and Green Star Compliant.

Blade Pile Cap System
Burleigh Heads Company Blade Pile Group Pty Ltd produces the Blade Pile
Cap System. The proprietary system invented by Kym Plotkin is an
advanced piling system, which can replace concrete bored piers when the
Blade Pile is used in conjunction with the Pile Cap. Figure 1 shows the
complete unit.
Figure 1 - Blade Pile Cap System (Plotkin, 2015)

The Blade Piles are manufactured from 350 Grade high tensile steel. The
unique blade system ensures verticality and placement to within fine
tolerances. The Slip Joint Pile Caps allow an isolation of the Blade Pile from
the slab structure. The slip joint pile cap is “designed to ride up on the blade
pile during periods of heave, then re-seat down onto the pile during soil
shrinkage.” (Plotkin, 2015)

Figure 2 - Installed Blade Pile Cap System (Plotkin, 2015)
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Figure 2 demonstrates the installed system, which is deemed to satisfy bored pier substitute,
which meets AS2159 piling code. AS2870 compliance is maintained since the system acts as
an isolated pier.

Figure 3 - Prepared Site (Plotkin, 2015)

Figure 3 shows the prepared site ready for the waffle raft slab IAW AS2870. The slab system
has been demonstrated and fully engineered by Structerre Engineers for E class sites (Plotkin,
2015).

Model Theory
The thermal simulation software and methods used for the examples to follow is FLIXO. The
thermal models are in accordance with the applicable ISO methods as explained by Nyberg
(2011)

Wall System
The wall system used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the slab system follows the same
design philosophy of using or adapting an existing system. The DCTech RW001A wall
structure has been adapted, with condensation risk guidance from DCTech. The external to
internal wall structure is as follows;
1. Cladding System - Flexible to design aesthetic; rain screen only.
2. Cavity Batten
3. Breathable (vapour permeable) membrane - Flexible to meet design needs. Proctor Wrap
RW used.
4. AS1684 90mm stud frame with R2.0 insulation. Insulation flexible to meet design needs.
5. DCT Thermal Check replaced by DCT PIR white which offers a variable thickness
according to conditions. The PIR is taped for airtightness.
6. Cavity Batten. Additional insulation may be placed in this layer if required.
7. Gypsum Board
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The Passive House Slab for Reactive Soils is a combination of the Blade Pile Cap System,
Waffle pod slab AS2870 and XPS insulation under the slab, slab edge insulation and an
option for base plate insulation. Figure 4 shows a detail of the slab system with the above wall
structure. Wall wraps and slab membranes have been omitted for clarity. Specific construction
method and detail will be included in the Blade Pile Technical Manual.

Figure 4 - Slab detail

Advantages and Disadvantages
The key advantages of this system combine the advantages of the component systems;
1. AS2870 compliant slab system (Plotkin, 2015)
2. Moisture and rot resistant insulation for in ground conditions, which has proven
performance.
3. Variable insulation thicknesses may be specified to achieve the desired thermal result.
4. A combination of known building techniques.
5. Can be used in a large cross section of site and soil types.
6. Site preparation time is reduced.
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The disadvantage of the system is;
1. Not suitable for sites where the Blade Pile Cap Slab System is not suitable.
2. Attention to detail required to gain further increases in internal surface temperature, for
example ensuring no earth in the pile equivalent to the depth of the insulation, or placing
XPS cylinders inside the top of the pile.
Climate Specific Examples
Three Australian climatic conditions have been examined to demonstrate the versatility of the
slab system and to highlight the lack of thermal impact of the Blade Pile Cap system on the
Waffle Pod Slab. The key criteria to be achieved for each example are as follows;
1. Thermal Bridge Free Junction
2. Minimum indoor temperature of 16 ºC.
3. Air temperature and Ground temperature as per PHPP data for Heating Load.
4. Hygiene criterion - Internal surface temperature factor (according to EN13788:2012,
Hope & McLeod (2015)) f Rsi > f CRsi , where the the critical f Rsi for each example is as per
table 1 from Hope & McLeod (2015).
5. Hygiene criterion - Internal Surface Temperature (according to EN13788:2012, Hope &
McLeod (2015)) Tsi as per table 1.
Location

Climate Zone

Air
Temperature

Ground
Temperature

ºC

ºC

f CRsi

Tsi
ºC

Toowoomba

5 - Warm

6.5

15.9

0.55

16

Melbourne

4 - Warm
temperate

4.1

11.9

0.60

14

Canberra

4 - Warm
temperate

2.0

12.5

0.60

14

Table 1 - Boundary Conditions
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Results
Figure 5-7 shows the thermal models for Toowoomba, Melbourne and Canberra. Table 2
details;
1. The thickness of slab and slab edge insulation
2. f Rsi
3. Ψ
4. Internal Corner temperature
Location

Slab

Slab Edge

Ψ

f Rsi

Tsi

mm

mm

Toowoomba

50

50

-0.145

0.763

16.79

Melbourne

100

100

-0.132

0.765

16.26

Canberra

200

150

-0.155

0.779

16.03

ºC

Table 2 - Results

Figure 5 - Toowoomba Results

Figure 6 - Melbourne Results
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Figure 7 - Canberra Results

Conclusion
A known slab system for Australian Builders can be used with minimal extra labour, cost and
knowledge to be effective for Passive House solutions in reactive soil types. An AS 2870
Waffle Pod slab has been combined with XPS under-slab insulation and the Blade Pile Cap
Slab System. The system is flexible such that the amount of insulation can be optimised for
the climatic location and the height of the waffle pod can be increased or decreased to suit the
soil conditions. The Blade Pile Cap slab system is a known quantity, which also reduces
construction time on site, and the limitations are known and may be mitigated in the design
and pre-construction phase. Whilst there are bespoke systems available, the application of
existing building systems will expedite the take up of the Passive House system.
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